This is in response to recent feedback from our peers that calls for a number of clarifications regarding the experimental section of our paper. Table 1 clarifies which optimizations are used in each evaluated flavor of LegoBase. HyPer-simulated is a configuration of the LegoBase codebase that mirrors the HyPer system as closely as possible by just activating some of the main optimizations and deactivating others: using the push engine, with operator inlining active but data structure optimizations and data layout transformations turned off. In addition, as noted in our paper (footnote 8), the actual HyPer system uses query plans generated by its own query optimizer while HyPer-simulated uses query plans from DBX.
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We use TPC-H queries and generated data at scaling factor 8 to evaluate the impact of our compilation techniques.
For all evaluated systems, reported query evaluation times only include the execution time of the query and exclude the time taken for query optimization/compilation and loading the data into the main-memory data structures. We note that the data structure specialization optimizations of Section 3 of our paper (whenever used) are a gentle form of pre-computation, as would arguably be loading row data from disk into a main-memory column store. Since the current prototype of LegoBase only supports the generation of single-threaded code, all systems are forced into singlethreaded execution.
The HyPer version used in the camera ready version of our paper is v0.4-226, which was provided to us by the HyPer developers in March 2014. This version was run single-threaded by disabling all CPU cores but one in the configuration of the Linux kernel. Table 2 also presents performance results from the latest HyPer version available (v0.4-452) as of July 2014. We note that for some queries (e.g., Q2, Q5, Q9, and Q16), there is a significant improvement from the old to the new HyPer binary. We observed that the HyPer query optimizer changed between the two binaries, and that the new version generates more efficient query plans. In addition, the developers of HyPer informed us of a command line parameter that allows HyPer to run single-threaded (PARALLEL=off), which was not used in the results of the camera ready version of our paper (as described above). By specifying this parameter, we observed that the performance of the new binary was slightly improved.
For completeness, Table 2 presents the original absolute performance results for all evaluated systems in the paper (which only presents relative numbers in the form of speedups), plus the results for HyPer v0.4-452 (with the setting PARALLEL=off) run in the same experimental environment.
The sentence "LegoBase [...] can get an additional 5.3× speedup, for a total average 7.7× performance improvement" in the 4th paragraph of Section 4.1 should be read as follows: a) LegoBase performs 7.7× better than DBX on average across all TPC-H queries and b) LegoBase achieves a 5.3× additional speedup compared to the speedup that HyPer achieves over DBX (the latter being 2.44×). LegoBase achieves an average speedup of 3.8× over across the TPC-H queries.
